
A vision of rural areas 

as a gallery of drawings

from schoolkid‘s competition

“No farmer, no Food”



The Association of Slovenian Rural Youth and a
diary The Green Valleys invited all primary schools
in Slovenia to participate in the art competition
"No Farmer, no Food".

Children, from 6 to 12 years old, created many
drawings.

They named their drawings and added a short
description.

Art competition like that deepens children's
awareness of the importance of farming in the
production of local food and, consequently, its
importance for our common future.



HEALTHY FARM

„The farmer milks the cow 
and picks the eggs from the 
chicken. 
Meanwhile, bees collect 
honey.“



WITHOUT A FARMER, 
THERE IS NO FOOD

„The farmer watches over 
the animals that give him 
milk and eggs.“



FOOD FROM 
A FARM

„In the garden, 
in the fields, 
in the orchard,
the farmer 
grows a lot of 
food for all of us.“



ON THE FARM

„Happy animals on 
the farm 
and happy people
too.“



THE FORGOTTEN 
FARMER

„Forks in an abandoned field 
represent the consequences of 
leaving farms. 
The forks are left in the ground 
because I wanted to depict what 
people would eat if there were 
no farmers - land.“



THERE IS NO FOOD 
WITHOUT A FARMER

„We cannot imagine a world 
without farmers, 
as almost all the food in the 
store is produced by 
farmers.“



FROM FARM TO FORK 

„With the picture, 
I want to say that there are 
fewer and fewer farmers in 
the world, 
and the need for food is 
growing.“



FOOD FOR ALL

„Farmers are kind-hearted 
and their peasant's hands 
produce our food.“



BEEKEEPER 
AT WORK

„I drew a 
beekeeper 
doing his work
in the apiary.“



IT IS BEAUTIFUL IN 
THE COUNTRY

„A daily beauty of nature and 
life in it. 
Only a person who is devoted 
to the land and cultivates it 
with love will gain the most 
from it.“



THE FIELD

„The farmer takes the grain 
to the mill. 
He gets flour in the mill.“



FROM THE FARM TO 
THE MARKET

„Let's help farmers to succeed.“


